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John A. Curtis Garnet Relay Teams To
Freshman Basketball Team
Will Succeed
Plays M.C.I. Club Friday And James Nelson Have Close Competition
At B.A.A. Meet Saturday
U. of Maine Frosh Next Day
Undefeated Hoopsters Of '40 Irene D. Leahey
On "Fortune"
Have Won Seven Games
Editorial Staff
And Should Continue
MAINE CENTRAL HAS IMPROVED SINCE
48-25 DEFEAT BY BOBKITTENS HERE
Coach "Buck" Spinks Will Start Probable Lineup Of
Stover, Holehouse, Whitmore; Kenney
And Tardiff In Back Court
With seven straight victories already compiled the Freshman
basketball team starts its last drive for an undefeated season
and the Maine title when it tackles M. C. I. at Pittsfield on Friday and the University of Maine freshmen at Orono Saturday.
Each of these teams should give the Bobkittens a good run but if
Coach Spinks" pupils continue to play like they have they should
come out on top.

Bates Graduate Is One Of
Youngest Staff Members
Of Magazine
Miss Irene D. Leahey, Bates graduate of the class of 1927, is one of
the youngest members on the staff of
the "Fortune" magazine.
While at Bates, Miss Leahey gained a reputation as an amateur singer,
and entertained her classmates with
her trained voice. Upon graduating,
she studied at Boston University for
a short while.
Miss Leahey took a master's degree
at Columbia, where she specialized in
modern languages. Her training there
prepared her for the position of trans
lator at the Guarantee Trust Company in New York CityWith her sister. Miss Leahey was a
member of the staff of the Encyclopedia Britannica. After having been
connected with the literary world
since her graduation, she obtained a
position on the "Fortune" magazine,
of which she is now a staff member.
Miss Leahey comes back to Lewiston frequently to visit her mother at
29 Pleasant street, and to renew her
friendship with Bates campus life.

Will Take Over Position Of
Alumni Secretary And
Chase Hall Director

Mr. John A- Cur* is, of Boston, a
graduate of Bates in the Class of 1933.
will become Assistant Alumni Secretary and Director »!v Chase Hall tomorrow succeeding James Nelson.
Jr. '29, who held the i'ual position for
fourteen months prior to his resignation on November 28 ho accept a place
in the sales department of the American Oil Company.
Mr. Curtis comes upon the college
staff after a successful period of ser-

Sophomores
Amherst And New HampTo Bring Back shire Are Opponents Of
Fenton Bros.
Mile Foursome
Unusual Rhythms of Popular
Local Orchestra a Feature
of Annual Affair
The Annual Sophomore Hop on Feb.
ruary 27th will see Chase Hall decorated in black and white musical
motif, and one of the best dances of
the year will swing into full syncopation at 800 P.M- when the popular
Fenton Brothers commence an evening of rare rhythmn and surprising
novelty This band which has become
a favorite with Bates dancers, ha.*
worked out an unusual program, embodying all the new swing pieces.

HOWARD, DANIELSON, LYTHCOTT,
AND LUUKKO TO TRY FOR 3:29 MILE
Don Bridges, Danielson, Wallace, and a Fourth
Man Chosen by Time Trials Will Make
Up Two Mile Relay Unit
By Sam Leard '38

A fast-moving Mile Relay team and a Two-Mile team will journey to the B.A.A. Meet on Saturday night which is to be held at
the Boston Garden. Both teams will leave Friday in order to be
present at the Round-up of the Boston Alumni at the Boston Y.
Eddie Howard will lead off against
representatives from New Hampshire
and Amherst, who have both turned
in better times this season than Bates
which did 3:31.4 at the K- of C. Meet
two weeks ago. Howard will pass to
Art Danielson, last fall's cross-country leader and one of the leading half
milers of the state.
In number 3 position is George
Sixteen Tuition Awards Are Lythcott Oklahoma flash, who turned
in a very colorful leg at the Prout
Available For High
games with his smooth stride- Bill
School Students
Luukko, former Worcester Academy
runner, will anchor the Bates team
Bulletins announcing the 1937 com- which has set for their goal a 3:29 on
petition for sixteen New England the Boston track, which is slower than
Freshmen Scholarships carrying full the oval in New York where New
tuition of $250 for ten men and six Hampshire put on such a fine showwomen have been sent to all secondary
schools recognized by the New Eng- ing.
land Certification Board according to
Two Mile Prospects
Harry W- Kowe. assistant to the
On
the
two mile team Don Bridges
President- Heretofore, only those students attending schools of a selected leads off. Bridges turned in the best
list could compete for these scholar- time in their last race. Art Danielson, if fully recovered from his first
ships.
race, will pull the team along- The
These requirements must be met by third runner will be decided in time
those who would be candidates for the trials the first part of the weekscholarships:
Courtney Burnap ran in this) spot
1. Substantial scholarship supported last race, but he may lose out to
by full certification and placement in Woodward. DuWors, Braddicks or
the upper fifth of the senior classPierce. The last named is a newcom2. Proved school citizenship evidenc- er to the ranks of middle distance
ed by character record, participation runners. He ran a 1:31 660 last week
in extracurricular activities, group which is good time considering the
adjustmentfact that he has been working out
3- Purpose to prepare for leader- with the sprinters up to last weekship in a worthy life career.
Dana Wallace, Lisbon Falls sopho4. Full satisfaction of all admission more- will anchor the teamrequirements by April 15, 1937, including a personal interview at the
College or in some convenient center5. Endorsement of the principal or
college counsellor to whom interested
candidates may apply for more detailed information.
Requests for the Bates College catThe next meeting of the Faculty
alogue, bulletins descriptive of campus
life, and information relative to admis- Round Table will be held at Chase
sion are to be directed by young men Hall on February 12The speaker of the evening will be
to Harry W- Rowe, assistant to the
President and by young women to Prof. Crafts, who has selected as his
subject "Program Music". This promDean Hazel M. Clark.
ises to be a very appropriate and interesting discussion of the possibiliTwo new students have taken up
ties in this line. Special emphasis
studies at Bates according to an
will be placed on modern musicannouncement from the KegisThe hosts for the evening are to be
trar's office. They are William
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Rowe, Prof, and
Dunlevey '38. of Brockton Mass.
Mrs- Brooks Quimby.; and Dr. and
Mrs. Karl Woodcock.
and Marylyn Miller of Auburn.

Scholarships
Competition
Announced

Complete plans were not disclosed
Earlier this year the freshmen ~
by Chairman Roy Briggs '39, but the
John .A Curtis
gave M. C- I. an unmerciful licking to
programs in garnet with a white tasthe tune of 48-25. However, the prepvice in the Department of Member- sel will sell at $2.50 a couple. Reserva
pers have improved in their play since
ship and Personnel Counsel in New tions may be made with any member
then and will undoubtedly offer stiffer
England Y- M. C A.'s. After his of the committee which include Donopposition. Longfellow and Stafford
graduation he was for a few months ald Bridges, Robert Kimnach, Roy
at forwards. Stevens at center, and
in Concord. N- H. from which posi- Haberland. Jane Martin and Esther
Powers and Raymond at guard comtion he went to the Huntington Ave- Rowe. Since the number of couples
prise the first team- This quintet has
nue Branch of the Boston Associa- is limited, they advise that early resimproved greatly and Coach J^ouder
tion His work has been of such a ervations be madeNoted
Theologian
To
Also
has high expectations of ending the
constructive and permanent order that
Girls attending the dance will be
frosh's string of victories.
Preside Over Discussion
he has received waJBm commendation
allowed an extended permission until
Not much is known about the Maine
and recognition.
frosh- They have had good freshman
(Continued 0a Paw Two]
^^ 1115 P.M
teams in the past and there is no
Rev. Albert W- Beaven, B A.. B.D.,
reason to believe that this year will D.D-.
LL.D-. President of Colgate
be any exception.
Rochester Divinity School of Rochester. New York, is to be the speaker
Probable .Starting Team
of the third vesper service of the >eui
Very likely Coach Spinks will start to be held in the chapel February 14
the same team that started all,the at four-thirty o'clock under the ausgames on the Aroostook trip. The pices of the Christian Association.
part of the College gathered on Garce- as a dozen or more ski artists demonforward posts will be occupied by His topic will be announced laterBy Stanley Wass MO
Fran Stover, Bath, and Roger WhitAn informal discussion period with
Jon
Field where Carl Amrein '38. aid- strated their skill on the Mt. David
With Elizabeth Stevens '37. of Aumore, Auburn. This front line has the speaker as leader will immediateed by "Barker" Sam Leard '38. guided slide, despite the scarcity of snow and
stood up well all year and has had no ly follow the service at the women's burn, reigning as Queen, the Winter winter sports enthusiasts, dub and the fact that the sun had slowed the
little share in the team's success Ixicker Building where a light lunch Carnival. 17th annual winter sports
champion alike, through a varied pro- run considerably. The Carnival crowd
They have done plenty of the scoring will be servedjamboree of the Bates Outing Club,
was treated to a fine exhibition of skiand they have been in the midst of the
Dr. Beaven was well received at the came to a close on Sunday afternoon gram of events which kept the specpassing. Walt Holehouse, the lanky United Baptist Church a year ago, betators in laughter and the participants ing and jumping, climaxed by George
Danielson, Conn-, player, will start at ing an outstanding preacher- He was after four days of skiing, snowshoe- in the snowdrifts for more than two Morin '37, captain of the Winter
center. "Stretch" was given a chance the principal speaker at the World ing, skating and tobogganing. The hours Despite the heroic efforts of Sports Team, who leaped through a
to show what he could do when Bul- Baptist Alliance Conference held in plans of Co-chairmen Kathryn Thomas
paper hooplock was injured and he has come Berlin, Germany, several years ago '37 and Richard Loomis '37 must have the members of the EP.H.T.F.A.A.,
West
Parker
garnered
the
necessaryOn Saturday afternoon the Co-eduthrough in such great style that he which President Clifton D- Gray at
may hold the center job permanently- tended. He has been preacher at met with the approval of Old Man points for team winner in the men's cational Hike, under the direction of
Capti'n Normie Tar i.ff and How'o Yale, Cornell, Chicago L'nivensities Weather, for fine weather conditions competition while Off-Campus women, Parnel Bray '38 and Robert Elliott
Kenney will start as guards. These and Wellesley College and many prevailed, and more than once the sun
paced by Mary Chase '38, led all oth- '39. took the college community to
two men were the stars of the north- othersthreatened to take too active a part
ers in the women's division. The ski- Pole Hill for an afternoon of sport.
ern trip with their all around good
As former president of the Fedei in the festivitiesplay and scoring festivities.
snowshoe race for women was a reve- A large number ventured down the
ated Council of the Churches of Christ
Coronation of Queen
lation to all; the cross-country snow- steep slopes and while many reached
in America, he has traveled as preachThe Co-educational Dinner at Fiske shoe and skiing races, won by Art the bottom safely a good many others
er for the council quite extensively.
He served as Y. M- C. A. Secretary Hall and Commons officially opened Wilder '39 and Omar King '38, respec- made abrupt stops at intermediate
here and abroad during the world I the Carnival program on Thursday tively, uncovered some champion con- points and decided then and there that
war| evening.
Following dinner, Open tenders in those events. The noble skiing was not for them. Carnival
Dr Beaven is a graduate of ShurtHouse
was
observed both at the Wo- work of the "horses" who may have spirit prevailed, however, and whether
leff College, Alton, Illinois, Rochester
David P. Torrey is the only mid- Theological Seminary and the Univer- men's Union on Frye Street, and been the "goat" of the occasion after the souvenir of the occasion was a
year graduate this year, according to sity of Rochester. He is the author Chase Hall, scene ot undergraduate ac- all, made the scooter chariot race a class pin or only a bruised shin, the
announcement made by the Regis- of several books, among them. "The tivity throughout the year. The men classic, while Wes Dinsmore '38 got popularity of the hike went unquestrar's office recently. Torrey pre- Fine Art of Living Together."
particularly welcomed the opportuni- all wound up in the crazy-clothes tionedDr- Rayborn L- Zerby will preside
pared at Rockland High and Tilton at the service and the choir will sing ty of inspecting the luxurious sur- obstacle race on skates, but managed
Carnival Hop Climaxes Program
Academy.
roundings in which the co-eds may to emerge victor. Events in the Edspecial selections..
The Carnival Hop on Saturday eveHe played on the Bates hockey
take down their hair and have a good ward Little High School Interscho- ning topped the week end program
Overcuts in Physical Educa
team for two years and was a memcry after a strenuous day on campus- lastic Winter Sports Meet attracted as several hundred undergraduates,
tion can not be made up. accordber of the freshman football teamAt exactly 8 45 p. m. the crowd of the attention of many on the Mt.
alumni and friends gathered in the
ing to an announcement Monday
His major was economics, and he will
dancers was dramatically hushed by David side of the campusAlumni Gymnasium for the leading
by
Harry
WRowe.
except
by
perreceive his Bachelor of Arts degree in
the blare oi trumpets, yueen "Betty"
In the evening more than two hun- social event of the winter season- The
mission of the Excuse Officer.
June.
Stevens, preceded by the crown bearer dred skaters demonstrated their skill,
decorations in the gymnasium comand two pages, children of faculty or lack of it, while the Queen viewed
bined a winter theme with a Mickey
members, and followed by her royal her loyal subjects from the ice throne
Mouse motif for a pleasing effect,
attendants: Elizabeth MacDonald '37, at one end of the rink. Two rinks
ttaiiy in the evening the Queen's proDorothy Adler '39, Luella Manter '39, weie in use throughout the evening
cession entered and moved through an
and Frances Carroll '39. entered the and the All-College Skate, as the afarchway of ski-poles held by members
hall and moved majestically to her fair is called, was made more festive
of tiie Junior Body of the Outing Club,
throne where she was crowned Car- by the strings of colored lights illumto the throne at the stage end of the
nival Queen by President Clifton DHe scribbled in frantic haste for Gray, who graciously kissed her hand inating eacli rink, the bonhre and the gym, where during intermission the
By Hoosag Kadjperooni
what seemed years, and everything as a congratulatory expression of recordings of popular music broadcast yueen presented prizes to the individJim College did not voice the above
by amplifier lor the benefit of the ual and team winners of Friday's Inhe had ever known about the course
cry of optimism as he moved among was in three bluebooks- How much homage. The recreational features of skaters. Francis Clark '37 gave an terdormitory winter sports competiChase Hall and the excellent dance exhibition of figure skatinghis fellows in the vestibule of the
tion. Ski-parkas were presented to
time did he have left? He looked up
music of the Bobcats were enjoyed
gym. his forehead bathed in sweatat the clock—only two hours had
Mary Chase '38 and Omar King '38
Football Game on Snowshoes
Sensations he thought he had never
for the remainder of the evening
passed. Strategy told him to stay
for individual total high score, while
On
Saturday
morning
the
focal
experienced before made his stomach
another half hour to still any suspi- Ruth Jellison '37, Elizabeth Stevens
West Parker and Off-Campus women
feel like a very vacant hall- Someone cions the prof might have- But he '37, Grace Jack '38, as chairmen of point of the Carnival shifted to Rand
were presented banners and plaques
Field,
scene
of
the
annual
Football
came up to him and asked what the
just couldn't stay there. Something committees, were jointly responsible Game on Snowshoes, where Martin's as team trophies. The members of
five factors in intelligence are—he
pulled him out of his chair, drew him for the success of the opening pro Roustabouts, representing the Seniors, the underclassmen's football-on-snowremembered them all—except mental
out of the room, and plunged him, a gram of Carnival.
and the Dirty-Six, boasting such stal- shoe team received pipes as rewards
alertness—an accurate commentary on
An innovation of the 1937 Carnival warts as "Cotton" Hutchinson '38 and for duck-footing their way to victory
limp mass, into the cool outer airhis condition...
Five of those ordeals and the cry was the Treasure Hunt, which got Joe Canavan '39, tangled in a fray over the seniors- Win Keek's augThe doors to the main gym opened. of Caesar's gladiators was transform- under way Friday forenoon at Rand which fortunately broke more snow mented Bobcats provided fine music
He walked in with false enthusiasm— ed to the optimistic cry of the sur- Field. The hunt was won by Hope shoes than bones- After scientific for a long evening of dancing.
Snow Sculpture Contest
vaguely saw the prof, forced a smile vivor. Jim College would drift along Flanders ^9 and Arthur Danielson '37, football had been abandoned for a
of non-existent confidence- Fifteen until the finals, but in the meanwhile who found his ability as a harrier a wide open game featuring passes, the
A prominent influence in fostering
minutes later he received his copy of there was the! Carnival—and Life! great asset in getting over the clue- contest, marked by many fumbles and campus rivalry was the snow sculpthe exam. Terror gripped him; he Now he could shout with renewjd ex- strewn course.
tumbles, was decided in favor of the turing contest between dormitories.
would never finish this one in three uberance, "Ave Caesar Nos te saluInterdormitory Sports Meet
underclassmen.
Off-Campus women were presented a
tamus!"
On Friday afternoon the greater
hours!
Necks craned and cameras clicked
[Contuiuad on P'f Four]

Dr. Beaven
To Speak
At Vespers
Period

Seventeenth Annual Winter
Carnival Highly Successful

David Torrey Bates'
Only Mid-Year Grad

We Who Are Sure
To Live Salute Thee

Prof. Crafts To Address
Round Table On Music

Peaceful Poet Protests
Painful Pelt - Peeling
For more than a month one of the That formed the prison-block that
was its claymost touching (?) bits of anti-vivisectionist propaganda it has ever been They let the inner essence slip away
our privilege to read has been hanging Into whatever realm of heaven or hell
unmolested on the bulletin board in That holds the homes where feline
spirits dwell.
Carnegie Science Building. The writThe spitting mouth began to purr and
Marty "BOOM-BOOM" Martone,
pray,
author of the "American Epic" and Until at length it whimpered; then it
other monumental works, evidently
lay
directs his appeal from the innermost So still for us to open up its pelt
And then we stretched apart its usecore of his beingless paws
The sonnet has hung in solitary
triumph, we repeat, undisturbed ex- And crucified it on a sheet of wax;
cept by these unappreciative epithets: While blood and meat filled up a ten
cent pan,
"Grand Knight of the Buttercup."
1
thought
of all the scientific laws
"BPOE", "Go back to the SPCA".
Which forced the trusting cat to pay
We shall not commit the vandalism of
her tax;
cutting one line from the original, I thought of Christ who gave his life
but shall quote it in its magnificent
for man.
entirety:
By an AB. Major."
"Sonnet to a Most Barbaric Biological
P.S.—Some unesthetic one has deExperiment
filed the walls of the temple. The
They broke into the door of every
| masterpiece has been removed.
ceU,
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Ramsdell Scientific
Dr- Fred Mabee was the guest
speaker at the meeting of the Ramsdell Scientific Society held last evening in Rand reception room.
Politics Club
Taxes in Maine was discussed by
Professor John M. Carroll at last
night's meeting of the Politics Club
Christian Service Club
Dr- Rayborn L. Zerby was guest
speaker at the meeting of the Christian Service Club held last evening.
Outing Club
Murphy's Fur Store of Lewiston
donated the white ski suit worn by
the Carnival Queen, Elizabeth Stevens, to the Outing Club for the Queen.
The white fur wrap which she wore
during her entrance to the Carnival
Hop was loaned by the same company.

From The News
By Donald Curtis '39

ALUMNI NEWS

Among alumni who returned to
Editor Bates for the Carnival were, class of
1935, Joy Dow. Millicent Paige, CharlManaging Editor es Paige, Thelma Poulin, Virginia McNally. Mr. and Mrs- Bill Thornton
News Editor (Charlotte Harmon), Bob Coombs,
Women's Editor Walter Norton. Class of 1936, Delia
Davis, Georgia McKenney, Valeria
Sports Editor Kimball, Priscilla Heath. Arthur AxelStaff Photographer rod, Betty Winston, Ruth Goodwin,
Constance Redstone
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HIS PICTURE

IS THE ONLY UNIVERSITY .STUDENT WHO HA?
FLOWN THE ATLANTIC. HE ATTEMPTED TD
aY TO LITHUANIA IN 1935 EOT WAS rW^
DOWN IN IRELAND. WAlTKUS IS NOW ATTENDIN6
THE UNIVERSITY OF WiSPONSIN AND PLANS' TO
RY TO PARIS THIS YEAR./

ADORNS A.
LITHUANIAN

P0STA6E
STAfAP/

ON GREEK LETTER SORORITIES
THE LETTER. DELTA IS
USED MOST AND IN FRATERNITIES THE LETTER PHI.
TTRANSLATED,

about last Friday with a sudden pro
posal for revising the whole court
system—especially the "horse and
buggy" Supreme Court. In his usual
sweeping style he combined many
long-needed reforms with a thrust at
the Supreme Court which made con
servatives gasp.

Clicking his heels with a full Nazi
salute. Ambassador von Ribbentrop refused to shake hands with King
George VI last Thursday as all other
diplomats were doing. His six weeks'
visit to Germany must have been too "Quintuplets" To Be Patented
much inspiration for him.
If any co-ed (in future yearsi
should be urged to vioLate the law of
War At Mt- Holyoke
The war still goes on at Mt. Hol- averages and have quintuplets, she
yoke. Shall a man. Dr. Ham. of Yale, would be out of luck. The Dionnes
be allowed to preside over this femi- are going to have it patented. Dominnine institution? The retiring pres- ica officials announced recently.
ident, Dr Mary Emma Wolley. added No Gold Braid In V. S.
In the United States. President
her voice again last week to that o£
Roosevelt
issued an executive order
the many alumnae who are shocked by
designed to prevent American ambasthe choice of the trustee committee.
sadors from wearing too much gold
President Gives Congress
braid, medals, etc—a la Hermann
Something to Think About
Goering. Representative Harrington
With Congress just beginning to get of Iowa, fearing that our representa
to work on his plan for reorganizing tives might appear too drab and inthe executive branch, the President conspicuous, suggested that they all
gave them somthing more to think wear overalls.

DELTA N€AK15

IN LOV PLACES WHERE-

Lloyd Rafnell lo
Play At Chase Hall

AND PHI MEANS"

MUD-FORMED/

Now that all our New Year's Resolutions have been broken and
Spear Accepted To
our first semester exams have showed us how much we
B. U. Medical School
have forgotten (or never knew). resolutions to keep it from hap4—A Players
pening again (in some instances) or to make sure it will occur once
Irving Friedman '39. has been
William Spear '37. has been acceptmore (in others) seem to be in order.
chosen to play the part of Tony
ed for admission by the Boston UniLumpkin
in
"She
Stoops
to
Conquer",
As we start the new semester we are somewhat handicapped
to be given by the 4—A Players on versity School, of Medicine- He is
in not knowing our grades—even if they are only rough indica- March 4 and 5, to fill the vacancy majoring in Biology and will be given
tions of our knowledge or ability. Nevertheless, most of us have left by Clark Noyes '37his Bachelor of Science degree in Junehas appeared in many of
a pretty good idea of our shortcomings. Pre-exam cramming and theFriedman
Spear is not only coach of boxing
4—A productions, his most outthe exams themselves have pointed out things that should have standing part being that of Warren here but also president of the Jordan
been done, methods that might have been employed to advan- Creamer, the painter, in "The Late Scientific Society and Sports Editor
Christopher Bean", and Count of of the Mirror. He prepared for Bate9
tage in studying throughout the semester.
Tierra Nueva in the "Birthday of the at Somerville High School and Hunt
ington Preparatory SchoolThough it's too late to do anything about last semester, reso- Infanta".
lutions right now, while recent experiences are still fresh,
here and a little there on his various pre-med subjects, or should
are not at all out of place. They might even help us get more out
he be satisfied with doing less than best work in the two non-preof our daily exposures during the coming months.
med requirements? This is a problem, but it depends on the indiWe are primarily in college for the activities in the curriculum— vidual, his interest in medicine, and his capacity for work. If
for studies AND for cultivating the ability to correlate time allows him to do "best" work in all subjects without sacrifice
material into a usable interrelated unity. Yet studies are hardly of his extra-curricular opportunities, he may even be so fortunate
the only consideration as we plan for the new semester. To call as to have a leisure-time activity problem.
studies complete learning would be a limited if not incorrect conIt is easy to over-emphasize one thing or another. With some
cept. Learning, as a process, includes all activities which tend to
it
may be athletics; with others dramatics; with others music or
fit students for life.
clubs,
newspaper work, or jobs. There is no rriore time for all
But first of all take the activities of the curriculum. Wha"t can
of
everything
which comes in the way of opportriirirties than there
we do to facilitate the groundwork, to make the correlation
is for best work in every student's program. Bates' uniquemore easily a possibility ? This problem is an individual and perness in the large percentage of students working in or out of colsonal one. Each one knows or should know his own shortcomings best. Perhaps his adviser can help him out of the difficulty, lege in one way or another makes this aspect of the discussion a
but experience itself is a good guide. Perhaps recent events particularly vital one.
have indicated a need for changed methods of studying, weekly reJob over-emphasis can not very well be remedied. It is a finanview of material, a regular studying program. If so, point one is cial stay-or-get-out difficulty. Athletic over-emphasis may be corestablished. Perhaps the solution of difficulties lies deeper. If rected. If a student engaged in varsity athletics finds a need for
so,- dig for it with or without help, and mark down resolu- cutting down somewhere in his resolution to get the best possible
balance out of college, he may have sufficient will-power to cut
tion number one.
Outside the list of prescribed and elective courses is a group of down to intra-mural athletics. Then again, he may use the longactivities called extra-curricular. Important as studies may be as range value yardstick and take up some sport (along the line sugthe core of the apple, the apple is not much good without the edible gested by Coach Spinks' current survey) which will have a definite
portion. Extra-curricular work is of almost primary im- carry-over value. Interest in activities of an extra-curricular naportance in personal equipment for after-college life. Social activi- ture may be similarly corrected by combining observation, criteria,
ties and other relationships of both a coeducational and non- and the will-power to make the necessary changes.
coeducational nature, sports, and jobs are among the inclusions of
Regardless of the personal aspect of the problem, the check-up
this classification. Possibly experience has recently shown need might well result for all of us in the statement: "Resolved,
for some adjustment here. Such revision may be the basis for that the second semester, 1937, shall be utilized to the
point two.
best of my ability to get the most possible out of college in
The vital part of the problem seems to be the maintenance of a terms of totality, balance, adjustment, and long-range considerabalance between the two activity groups—curricular, classes and tions."
studying; and extra-curricular, social activities, bull-sessions,
o
dances, sports, and jobs.
Some, a smaller student group, have an added problem of leisureThe Seventeenth Annual
time activities which may be the basis for classing them as timeThe recent Carnival can hardly be passed over without deservwasters or time-savers. For these students resolutions for a triple
ing mention. So successful was it that distribution of praise would
balance are appropriate as the new period begins.
be a long and weary task, deserving as personalities and combinaThose students, however, who decide on the proper adjustments
tions might be of the credit.
necessary for a balance which will give them their combination of
From coed dinner to Open House at Thorncrag, the seventeenth
curricular and extra-curricular values in college and plan to keep
them are no farther along if they can't see the necessity for Annual was a parade of successes. The Outing Club's high carnilater adjustment. This is only one time for checking up. Each val standard was maintained if not raised. Queen Elizabeth dewritten is another check-up opportunity. Vacations are also serves our congratulations both for her selection and for her
royal capabilities. Congratulations also to the powers behind the
chances to take inventory.
Here the question comes up of what to consider in making study throne, named and unnamed, for a thrill-packed four days.
Flashbacks: Barney Marcus intercepting a forward pass in the
and extra-curricular allotments and adjustments. Here again the
problem, in its details at least, is individual. Nevertheless there football-on-snowshoes game, snowshoes high in the air; Prexy
are some bases assumed when a person enrolls as a college stu- kissing Queen Elizabeth's hand after the coronation ceremony at
Chase Hall Thursday night; Capt. George Morin of the ski team
dent.
First of all, college training is presumably training for life as it jumping through a hoop at the end of the Mt. David slide; Elizareally is. It is not all studies; it is not all sports; it is not en- beth Stevens '37, then unannounced as Queen, being given a "Happy
tirely made up of house parties. Rather, a real college education Birthday to You" at the candle-light coed dinner; recordings givembraces something of each—the most of each that can be ing the impetus for skating on the two colored-bulb-lighted rinks;
absorbed in a fair relationship, keeping in mind the ultimate aims. the Mickey and Minnie Mouses and their cartoon companions slidSecondly, physical health is of primary importance in fitness for ing down one corner of the Alumni gymnasium during the dance
life. A Phi Bete who has ground his way through college so Saturday evening, supporting the music stands for the "Bobcats",
that his health is impaired is at a distinct disadvantage the log-cabin refreshment booth, and the ski pole arch through
which the white-robed queen followed by her four ermineafter college.
robed attendants proceeded to the throne at the stage end of the
In the third place—a sort of carry over from the first two- Gym; and the Winter Carnival arch on the stage. Now flash-backs,
long-range values are all-important bases for allotment decisions. soon memories.
To say that a student who doesn't do his best work in every subject is not getting the most out of college is also a narrow-minded
condemnation. If a student taking pre-medical work plus, for exThe STUDENT extends deepest sympathy to Harold McCann '37
ample, economics and history, found that he had to cut somewhere, on his recent bereavement.
should he concentrate on the economics and history and cut a little

mCQLLECM
NEW5
Ruth Merrill
From Our Neighbor
Among eight lecturers for the Institute of Philosophy at Bowdoin reently announced were Alexander
Meiklejohn. speaking on the field of
ethics. William Pepperell Montague,
aesthetics, and Rexford Guy Tugwell,
Social PhilosophyA series of historical films concerning the development of moving pictures in America is being given this
winter. The picture shown last Saturday was D. W. Griffith's "Intoler
ance" with Monte Blue. Eugene Pallette
Constance
Talmadge.
Mae
Marsh, Colleen Moore. De Wolf Hopper, and Douglas Fairbanks
—The Bowdoin Orient.

"Enough is enough" is the Kalamazoo College view of amateur pro
grams as sponsored by the famed Mr.
Bowes. Formerly American taste ran
in short cycles, that is in the years
BB.—before Bowes. Now. after a
year or so of would-be-artist amateurs, the country is getting a litt
tired of virtuosos of musical goblets,
tire pumps, and other uninspiring objects.
—Kalamazoo College Index.

New and Not So New Ideas
Women are the bitter half of men.

*
I wish I were a moment
In my Professor's class.
For no matter idle moments are,
They always seem to pass
*
Don't put things off. Put them over.
The Record,
State Teachers College. Buffalo

Poet: Are you the man that cut my
hair last time?
Barber: I don't -think, so sir, I've
only been here six monthsLos Angeles Junior Collegian.

Jane Warren '39 To
Wed Freeman '36
The marriage of Jane Stuart War
ren '39, and Harold Gale Freeman
'36. is to take place Sunday in Fort
Wayne, Indiana, where Mr- Freeman
is now employed. ft(iss Warren's engagement was announced Monday
night at a dinner party given at her
home by her mother, Mrs- Chester E.
Warren- Those present included: Margaret March '38, Ruth Lewis '39,
Dorothy Harms '39. Maxine Heldman
'40, Joyce Smith '40. Esther Rcwe '39.
and Ruth Stoehr '39Mr. Freeman, whose home is in Chicago, was .prominent in musical activities while in college as a member
of the Macfarlane Musical Club, the
Choral Society, and the Choir.
After their marriage, the couple will
reside in Fort Wayne-

Bates Again Makes
Collegiate Digest
A picture of Rockwell Kent,
famed author - writer - lecturer,
signing his autograph on Bates
students' bwks after his lecture
here appears in this week's issue of the Collegiate Digest. The
photograph was taken by Richard
Fullerton '38, STUDENT photographer.

Lloyd Rafnell and his popular
orchestra will replace the Bobcats
at Chase Hall this Saturday even
ing to provide music for the weekly danceThis orchestra features Jane
Rafnell as vocalist and plays a
catchy swing rhythmn which has
found favor with dance followers
of the two cities.
Dancing will be from 7:45 to
11:00 o'clock and there will be no
advance in prices.

Bates Graduates
Given Scholarships
Dorothy Staples and Damon Stetson. both members of the class of
1936. received second semester scholarships at the Pulitzer School of
Journalism, Columbia. Miss Staples
is the recipient of a Katherine McMahon Scholarship, part of the income
from a Pulitzer traveling scholarship,
won by Miss McMahon, Columbia '20.
several years before her death in
1924.
Miss Staples was women's editor of
the STUDENT last year. Prominent
in several campus organizations, she
was made a member of the Bates Key
at graduationMr. Stetson, news editor of the
STUDENT as a senior, was a hockey
letterman, proctor, and member of the
Spofford Club. He graduated magna
cum laude in English.

John A. Curtis Will
Succeed James Nelson
[Continued from rase On*]
For the present Mr- Curtis will live
in Boston, engaging in alumni field
work and contacts with secondary
schools and prospective students- He
is chairman of a committee which is
staging a stag alumni gathering at
the Boston "Y" on Friday evening of
this week.
Comes Here In May
About May 15 Mr. Curtis will come
to the campus to assist the Alumni
Secretary in preparations for Commencement and he will then begin immediately to engage in promotional
work among the clubs and classes and
in behalf of the Alumni Fund
He
will also assist in editing The Alumnus and the occasional small bulletins which are published by the College
As photograpny is one of his hobbies, the Student Alumni Film Service, which made so much progress
under Mr. Nelson, will be taken UF
with renewed vigor The next production will be a series of intimate
scenes with the faculty and wellknown campus celebrities.
Will Direct Chase Hall
It is planned to continue the devel
opment of a social and recreational
program in Chase Hall, the Men's
Union Bates was one of the pioneers
in erecting a social building for its
men
Most colleges, even those having fraternities, see great value in an
organization designed to knit together
students from all groups and classes.
Mr. Curtis' experience in one of the
largest and most progressive Y- M.
C. A.'s in the country gives him an
excellent background for his task as
Director of Chase Hall.
Jack Curtis, as he was known to
his college generation, came to Bates
from the Pittsfield, Mass., High School
after a year at Amherst
He was
class president one year, drum major
of the band, an active member of the
musical organizations and 4-A Playera, interested in winter sports and
track, toastmaster on Ivy Day, and
on the Mirror board.
" Mrs. Curtis, the former Evelyn
Rolfe of Rumford, also of the Class of
1933. majored in English, sang in the
Glee Club, saw two years of service
with the 4-A Players, and served as a
member of the Y- W- C. A. and the
Student Government Boards.
Undergraduates and alumni wel
come their appointment and believe
that under their guidance and with
their assistance many campus and
graduate enterprises will be built up
and enlarged.

r<

Pepys
Through
The keyHole^

Ere the time your Uncle Samuel
last laid down his pen after writing
this column many events have passed
The dreaded portion of our school
year, mid-years, have come and gope.
as the sands of time, and with them
a few fellow classmates whose friendship we cherished, but away we go
with a few scoops. . .Emory Swan was
up until "three o'clock in the morn
ing'' before the botany exam—not for
making a 91 or a 94 or so either. . .
Getting down to bare facts Fred Martin leached the height of something
or other by receiving a letter from a
famed nudist colony inviting him and
his family to join their merry throng
. . .The boys of Parker Hall planned
to celebrate the passing of exams by
throwing a little party when, lo and
behold, a
member of authority
amongst the boys made his entrance
and informed the lads to conduct
themselves as gentlemen for word had
already circulated far and wide even
before said party had begun.
Without a shadow of a doubt tht>
past winter carnival was one of the
best ever held on this campus. Orchids to the Carnival Dance Committee for their wonderful work in pre
paring a grand dance and all those
who worked to make the carnival, as
a whole, a great success... Many boys
and girls brought their escorts for
the Hop from foreign lands—even
Bowdoin
Which all goes to prove
there must have been a great friendly
feeling peimeating the campus.. .Art
Danielson, Hope Flanders and Escort
must have been rather famished for
they stationed themselves at the re
freshment booth two dances before intermission. . .Wuxtry, Cowboy
Tom Barnes had a ne-.-ktie on... What
has come over Omaha King? The
boy seemed rather bashful Saturday
nite to face the Queen and receive his
parka...I might add the Queen es
corted by "Cy" Norton and all the
boys and girls looked mighty grand
in the grand march.. .Those who
didn't see "Leaping" Larry Doyle and
"Babs" Kendall on skis at Thorncrag
open-house sure missed a sight worth
walking a couple of miles to see...
Happy Landings to Gordon Williams,
crack tobogganist.
It seems that
Gordon didn't see the jump at Pole
Hill.
Others riding in the ill-fated
toboggan were "Beans" Jellison. Art
Danielson and Hope, and Sammy
Leard.. .Grace Jack and "Cotton"
Hutchinson together with Bill Spear
and Bunny Welch were taking events
in stride out on the hill Saturday afternoon. . .Then editor Jack who ask
ed her in September took her to the
dance. But it looks like Cotton to
Uncle Pepys III. . .Courtney Burnap
took Libby to the dance Sat eve
which goes to show you that, after all.
Bates men are superior.
Your Uncle is extremely curious to
know what has happened to Richard
E. DuWors, Jr., after his brief bath
in the campus spotlight?.. .Dick Pres
ton should have been a band leader...
Spood Goodwin is having a hard time
with his loves...
Your Uncle has exhausted his supply of dirt nuggets and after a
fatiguing but entirely enjoyable week
end has decided to bid you all adieu
and go home and gather a little shuteyfr
However, never fret; for his
watchful eyes miss nothing. I will
haunt you in my dreams unless you
are good boys and girls, but now—
Adieu.
Yours truly,
UNCLE SAMUEL PEPYS, III
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Frosh Basketball
'Team Successful
In Northern Trip

SPORTS SHOTS
By Barney Marcus

Those freshmen!
In spite of all
Too much credit cannot be given to
sorts of difficulties such as injuries, Coach Spinks who has turned ou* a
lack of practice, foreign floors which mighty fine basketball team. Taking
The Bates Freshman Basketballers
on a group of boys who on the whole
were much smaller than those that were not too experienced, with pacompleted a most successful tour into
the Bobkittens have been accustomed tience, care, and plenty oi good teachAroostook when they defeated Houl- to practice on, in spite of these ading. Coach Buck has converted his
ton 33-28, Presque Isle 16-13. and verse conditions the basketball team boys into a group of clever ball
Ricker Classical 29-27
Fully extend- took on the best that the potato belt handling, fast passing, keen-eyed based in every game the Bobkittens in had to offer and turned it back. To ketballers. From now on the going
spite of injuries, fatigue, and foreign be sure the games were close but vic- will be tough but ii the same spirit
tory in each case was certain and is shown nothing will stand in the
Hoors showed their true ability by sweetwav of a most successful seasongetting out front and then staying
Bates
vsBowdoin
there in each (lie of the games. Every i
The
recent announcement
that and should have been carried on these:
game was hard fought and the deciBates and Bowdoin would once again la** years There has been the keension never certain until the final whisresume relationships in track was as est rivalry in all the other sports betle was biown.
More or less at a
tween these two schools and there
good news as has been heard for some have) been the opportunity for the
disadvantage because each of the three
time. Such a meeting is a natural same in track.
schools was determined to knock off
Jott ings
the "college boys" who had already
Cotton Hutchinson showed he has ielson has just about decided that dotaken four straight games from the
best in the state. Coach Spinks' pupils lost none of his marksmanship as a ing the iron-man stunt in running
passer by his fine heaves in the on both the mile and two mile relay
played to win only and show the folks senior-underclassman football game
teams in the same night is not
up North that the Garnet has a fine which the underclassmen won by the the best thing to do. Very likely the
basketball team.
shameful score oi three touchdowns captain of the relay team will confine
As reported in the previous issue of to none.. .Dick Preston showed I is his efforts to the mile race next Satversatility as a football player by urday night in an effort to do better
the STUDENT the frosh took over a grabbing two passes out of the air
than 3:30. . .The Boston Bates Club
powerful Houlton High team 33-28- and converting for touchdowns..
Round-up at the Y.M.C-A. next FriLed by Howie Kenney who score?! 12 Normie Tardiff has done a fine job as day night certainly will have an ath
points and Captain Tardiff. who inci- captain of the basketball team- Be- letic tinge with Coaches Morey.
sides always being one of the high Thompson, members of the relay
dentally was a standout during the se- scorers he has been pulling the team
teams, and Tony Kishon and Barney
ries, the Bobkittens showed some along with his steadiness.. .Art Dan- Marcus all present to say a few words.
flashy basketball to defeat the team
that has been cleaning up the league.
The Presque Isle game was a little
slower on the offense with each team
satisfied to play more or less a defensive game- At the half Bates was
ahead 8-7, ran the score to 12-9 at the
West Parker Hall and Off-Campus Parker
(Moser, " Akers,
Taylor.
three-quarter
mark
and
coasted women carried off the plaques and Morin).
Women's Events
through for the victory holding the banners in the inter-dormitory competition Friday afternoon. Individual
100 yard ski dash—Won by Chase.
over ambitious Islers to long shots high point winners for men and woO- C; second. Rowell, Cheney; third,
that didn't find the netting.
men wire from Off-Campus: Omar Rice. Chase.
The final game with Ricker Classi- King and Mary Chase.
Ski-snowshoe race—Won by Rice,
cal Institute was a thriller- Plainly
Chase; second, Adler, Cheney; third,
A summary of events follows:
showing the effects of the previous
Hanscom. O. CMen's Events
two games the frosh were satisfied to
Three-legged race (snowshoe and
100 yard ski dash—Won by Wilson, ski)—Won by Wade and Howe. Rand;
take it easy and just hold their leadAlthough they had the commanding W. P-; second, King. O C; third, second. Turner and McNally. Frye;
lead of 23-13 at the half the Bates Goodwin. W. Pthird. Chase and Hanscom. 0- C.
team was not able to hold off the
Cross-country snowshoe race—Won
Wheelbarrow race (skis on hands)
preppers who saw victory in the wind by Wilder. W- P.; second. Brings, O- —Won by Goodwin and Preble. Hacand when the whistle was blown Bates C.j third. Chamberlain. E P.
ker; second. Chase and Haushill, O- C :
was the victor by the narrow margin
Cross-country ski race—Won by third. Rice and Dick. Chase.
of two points. Tardiff stepped out King, 0. C; second. Bailey, 0- C;
Relay combination (ski and skate)
of his defensive work and paced his third. Alexander. W. P.
—Won by Rand (Wade, Hunt, Jelliteammates with 10 pointsFunny clothes (obstacle) skating— son, Walker); second, Off-Campus
Won by Dinsmore, E. P-; second, (Hurley, Hanscom, Hurley, Chase);
third, Cheney (Urann, Rowell. Jack.
Akers, W P.; third. Moser. W. P.
See Our Fine Selection Of
Chariot race—ski
scooters and Fessenden)Skating relay—Won by Whittier
snowshoe—Won by Wilder and GioMen's Billfolds
vanazzi. W- P.; second. Briggs and (Cony, Drobbins, Reed. Cony); second,
Ladies' Handbags
Fisher, O. C-; third. Cooper and Tor- Cheney (Urann. Hayden, McGregor.
Jack); third. Rand (Stockwell. WalkOvernight Cases - Zipper Bags rey, R. W.
er, Wade, Jellison).
Gladstones Filled Cases
Skating relay—Won by East ParTotal team scores—Women: Offker (Dinsmore, Duncan, Williams, Campus,9, Rand 7, Cheney 7, Chase 5,
Leather Novelties
Canavan);
second.
Off
.Campus
(King.
Air Weight Luggage
Hacker 3, Whittier 3. Frye St. 2, MilSnow, Preble, Bailey); third. West liken 0.
Men: West Parker 15, Off-Campus
13, East Parker 7, Roger Williams 1,
John Bertram 0123 MAIN STREET - LEWISTON
Individual high point winners (one
Car) Mazzarella, Rep.
197 MAIN ST.
parka to each):
Women: Mary Chase, representing
OUR AIM IS TO SATISFY Off-Campus, with eight points.
WITH OUR QUALITY FOOD
Men: Omar King, representing OffCampus, with seven points.

Annual Snow Meet Won By
West Parker Men; Town Women

Fogg's Leather Store

Coach Morey
To Star in Your Schooi Work
Speaks Before
BACK YOUR BRAINS WITH THE
Men's Club

Purity Restaurant

Midyears, Carnival, and the tournament are all ov^r and winter seems
here to stay
After all the skating
and skiing of the last week, it seems
rather prosaic to suggest a little experienced training jn these sports, but
W-A.A. is still here and ready to help.
Betty Stevens ':',!. Carnival queen,
will still lord it over the rink when
ever the ice is good- Jeannie Walker
'37. an accomplished skier, will take
in hand those who are interested in
that sportThe tournament is over but there
are certain things that are not forgotten. Special recognition should be
given Milliken house- Though that is
a comparatively small house, it had
the largest number of players in the
tournament. The games were held
for recreation during midyears not
for tooth and nail fights.
Milliken
house included in its team girls who
had never played before. It's all for
fun anyway- ._
The big garnet and black games
will be played off soon with picked
teams. Those who watched the tournament can guess roughly who will
make up the teams
Kitty Thomas
'37 will probably be playing forward.
She. Betty Hunt '37. and Aleta North
'37 were as good a passing team as
any during the games- Kay Gould
'40 and Barb Rowell were another
team who clicked throughoutAlthough the town girls went down in
their first game Nancy Haushill's
guarding had little to do with it. In
the line of guarding. Copeland '39
and Martikainen '39 of Frye Street
held their forwards to a score of
seven points in both games. This was
as good a record as was shown- Barbara Buker deserves praise for her
versatility. She left her forward position where she had been practicing
all week to play guard.
These aro only a few suggestions
of the big teams- Those of you who
enjoyed the other games are cordially
welcome to come to these next ones.

ALL-STAR PEN

Coach Dave Morey discussed football and showed pictures of. Bates
teams in action at the meeting "f the
men's club of the Sixth Street C ngregational Church last Friday night.
The pictures included scenes from
Bates games with Bowdoin. Colby.
Maine, Dartmouth, Yale, and New
York University The Garnet mentor
discussed the action shown during the
pictures, and later answered questions
on football.
About 35 men were present for the
supper preceding the lecture, with still
more guests arriving to hear Coach
Morey speak-

Distinctive
DANCE RHYTHMS
For Your Next Prom
THE

Bates Bobcats
W. Keck

Manager

School of Nursing of
Yale University
A Profession for the College
Woman
The thirty two months' course, providing an intensive and varied
experience through the case study
method, leads to the degree of
Master of Nursing.
A Bachelor's degree in arts, science or philosophy from a college
of approved standing is required
for admission.
For catalogue and information address :
The Dean,
YALE SCHOOL OF NURSING
New Haven
Connecticut

V.,

Yen, thousands of students start
to rate higher when they replace
their old ' blind-barrel" pens with
this new Parker Vacumatic
This is because it is people who
are capable of rating high who go
for this Pen in a bi» way, and because it is this kind of Pen—and
only this kind—that can bring out
the best that is in them.
Its Scratch-Proof Point of Platinum and Solid Gold writes like a
zephyr. Unlike pens that hide the
ink within the barrel, this laminated
Pearl Beauty lets you SEE Days
Ahead when it's running low. W hen
held to the light it shows the ENTIRE Ink Supply—holds 102%
More Ink than old-style.
It's the pen that received more
votes than any other TWO makes
of Pens COMBINED when 30 College Papers asked 4,699 students
"Which pen do you own?" It was
awarded by the All-America Board
of Football to 90 nominees for the
All-America Team of 1936.
Go at once to any good store selling pens and try this revolutionary
invention. Identify the genuine
Parker Vacumatic by this smart
ARROW Clip,—this holds this Pen
low and SAFE in the pocket. The
Parker Pen Co., Janesville, Wis.
Cleans Your Pen As It Writes
Get Parker Quin*. the new quick-drying
ink. Dissolves sediment left by pen-clogginc
inks. Makes your pen—a Parker or any
other—work like a charm. 15c and 25c.

Herbert Marshall says:
K» ♦ ♦ a light smoke is a joy
to the throat"

Geo.V.Turgeon Co
Sign of Big Chime Clock
80 Lisbon St.

-

Lewiston, Me.

Fred L. Tower Companies
_ PRINTING ...
Quality - Better Than Good
Service - Excellent
165 MIDDLE ST. - PORTLAND, ME.

Lewiston Shoe Hospital

"Before I came over to this country
an English cigarette appealed to
me because it was firmly packed.
In America I tried various popular brands looking for the same
virtue. Lucky Strike led all the rest.
And what's more—I soon discovered
that Luckies were a light smoke
and a positive joy to the throat."

THE BLUE LINE
UwlitoD - Rumford - Fannln«;to»
I>r. LEWISTON
7:45 a.m., IOIOS a.m., Ii30p.ni., 5:00 p.m.
lav. RUMFORD
7:35 a.m.. H :55 a.m.. 1:20 p.m.. 4*0 p.m.
1 v. IMIOllM.TO.V
7:33 ".in., 0:53 a.m., 1:18 p.m., 4l48 p.m.

AH Kinds of Shoe Repairing
COLLEGE STREET

SHOE HOSPITAL
Lewiston, Me.

67 College St.

MERRILL& WEBBER

COMPANY
PRINTERS - BOOKBINDERS
95-99 Main St
Auburn, Me.

7 SABATTUS STREET
Prime Taps and Heels
$1.25
Superior Work
All Sewing Jobs and Shoe Laces Free
All Students Entitled to Free Shines
During School Season

The College Store
is for
BATES STUDENTS

L»#

"Hayes Eats In His Own Diner"

■
UCDDCDT
HERBERT MARSHALL
FAMOUS RKO RADIO PICTURES' STAR

HAYES' DINER
0pp. Sun-Journal — Tel. 1440 - Lewiston, Me.

JAMES P. MURPHY CO.
INC.
ARTISTIC MEMORIALS
Lewiston Monumental Works
6-10 Bates Street
Lewiston
Telephone 4634-R

RW
•

" •

PT ARK

Registered Druggist

VJUIllVIV

Pure

Drugg and Medicines

PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY
Corner Bates and Main Streets
LEWISTON, MAINE

Norris-Hayden

"Complete Banking Service"

LAUNDRY

Lewiston Trust Co.

Auburn, Me.

Tel. 2310

Agent
IGEO. CHAMBERLAIN, '37

LEWISTON, MAINE
We Solicit the Business of Bates Students

DROP INTO

The
Auburn
News

The Quality Shop
Featuring

Hamburg Sandwiches
Hot DogB and Toasted Sandwiches
Have You Tried Our Silox CoffeeT
143 COLLEGE STREET
3 minutes from Campus
Open 7 A. M. to 10.30 P. M.

A Bates Tradition
SAY IT WITH ICE CREAM

GEORGE A. ROSS
ELM STREET
Bates 1904

A,oi independent survey was made recently
among professional men and women—lawyers,
doctors, lecturers, scientists, etc. Of those who said
they smoke cigarettes, 87% stated they personally
prefer a light smoke.
Mr. Marshall verifies the wisdom of this preference, and so do other leading artists of the radio,
stage, screen, and opera. Their voices are their
fortunes. That's why so many of them smoke
Luckies. You, too, can have the throat protection
of Luckies—a light smoke, free of certain harsh
irritants removed by the exclusive process "It's
Toasted". Luckies are gentle on the throat!

THE FINEST TOBACCOS—
"THE CREAM OF THE CROP'

• A Light Smoke
"It's Toasted"-Your Throat Protection
AGAINST IRRITATION—AGAINST COUGH
Copyright 1937. The American Tobacco Company
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Debating Notes

IN THE THEATERS
EMPIRE
Thursil. Fri., Sat. Feh. 11, 12, W
"The Plainsman" with Gary
Cooper - Jean Arthur.
Mon-, Tu«, Wed. Feb. 15, 16, 17
"Lloyd's of London" with Tyrone
Power, Freddie Bartholomew, Madeleine Carroll.
AUBURN
Thur*» Fri-. Sat. Feb. 11, 12, 13
"The Holy Terror" with Jane
WithersOn the stage: 5 acts Vaudeville
Mon-, Tom, Wed. - Feb. 15, 16. 17
"A Doctor's Diary" with Geo.
Bancroft. John Trent, Helen Burgess.

Call 4040
For Real Courteous Taxi Service
Lewiston, Maine

M. Mandelstam
The College Jeweler
NOW LOCATED AT
113 MAIN ST.
A FULL LINE OF JEWELRY
Also Repairing of the
Best Kind

Special Discount for Students

College
Pharmacy
Where The Bobcats Meet
TOASTED
HAMBURGS - HOT DOGS
CHICKEN ROLL
Largest and Best
CHOCOLATE MILK
Once a Customer - Always a
Customer
PRESCRIPTIONS COMPOUNDED
Telephone 3694

College and Sabattus Streets

. subject. Any student who cannot be
present at that time should see ProThe first Eastern Intercollegiate
fessor Quimby to make a special arLeague debate on our own campus
rangementthis year is with Lafayette College
At the same time and by virtue of
on Thursday, February 18, at the
the
same talks, the speakers may fcry
Little Theatre at 8 p. m. It is a deout
for membership to the Freshman
cision debate and as such promises to
and Sophomore prize debate squadsbe particularly interestingThese two divisions of prize debates
The Bates speakers will be Hoosag- are stimulated by prizes of ten dolKadjperooni '39 and Paul Stewart '38.
These two speakers have had consid- lars for best speaker and three dolerable experience, although they have lars each for members of the winnot had many years of experience. ning squad.
These intra-class debates are a true
Both have been in previous varsity
debates, however, and will be the continuation of Bates debating tradibasis of next year's team. Lafayette tion (and it is a long one). For in
promises a good battle to these speak- the old days "Uncle Johnny" Stahton
ers- Besides the nature of the debate was in the habit of giving unique
and the abilities of the ones involved, prizes to the winners of such debatan open forum will add interest. The ing contests or for "excellence in Pubdebate is Oregon style, the lawyer- lic Debate." These prizes were usuwitness type, with Kadjperooni the ally in the form of books—in one inwitness and Stewart the lawyer. Eu- stance a two volume edition of an
English literature history- But 1937
gene Foster '39 is the manager.
prizes are different, to correspond to
a different time. And it is thus that
the lucky winners (two in each diviOn Thursday afternoon between 4
sion if ties result) receive ten dollars.
and 5-30 will be held the Freshman
In the past there has been much enand Sophomore debate trials. At that
thusiasm manifested in these debates,
time, in the music room at Chase Hall»
some of which have been of fine qualall Freshmen and Sophomores who
ity, and already a goodly number of
wish to try out for the varsity deFreshmen and Sophomores has bebating team will give short, three
come interested in the outcome of the
minute talks on some argumentative
1937 prize debates.
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By Frank Coffin

THROW YOUR
BLOTTERS AWAY

Trip Through State Of
Meet Prof. Myhrman
Maine Proves Interesting

And write with Parker Quint
the pen-cleaninR ink that dries

It is always a pleasure to meet a
ON PAPER 31% faster than oldstyle inks Always nch. brilliant—
man who is learned but does not take
never watery. IS< and 25c at any
town that should deserve some sort his learning too seriously, who can
store selling ink.
By John Maney
satirize himself and others and leave
This travelogue has been written of recognition, Meddy Bemps.
primarily for those out-of-state stuNo young State-o-Mainer need go no mark of hurt, and who has the
dents who wish to learn something of to a text-book for his geography for ability to mix with others so they feel
their similarities with him and not
Srcret ingredient dissolves sediment
the state in which they must spend there are names of towns to be found
led in a pen by ordinary inks.
their differences. Such a man is Prothe school year. Those students native that are found on all maps. The
fessor
Anders
Myhrman,
of
the
Soto Maine may read this article, too. Scandanavian countries are best
ciology and Economics department.
for they may have overlooked the represented with |Norwy, Denmark,
grand assortment of names by which and Sweden, the last mentioned His hobby, Life, may explain him, or
his career.
the towns are known.
country having its capital, StockMade bv The Parker Pen Co.. Jantnilh. W'i».
At twenty-one he started high
Disregarding the capital city, Au holm, named as well. Poland, Mexgusta, and the other main cities the ico, and China complete the list of school. Then he went to the Univer- Seventeenth Annual Winter
sity of Washington to major in Literaremaining towns otter much in the foreign countries that are to be found ture, but changed in his Senior year
Carnival Highly Successful
way of odd names to say the least. in Maineto the University of Minnesota, and
Any attempt to list these names of
Cities and towns of the United Sociology. After teaching a few years I
[Continued from Pane Onel
towns by any other method than to States find representation as there is he came to Bates, in 1925; ate in the I CUp by the Queen for winning first
connect them with some related name a Richmond, Charlestown, Monticello, Commons for a couple of years; de- prize,' with their statue of Mickey
would be futile.
Albany, Salem, Dallas, and then the cided to get married to the then Miss Mouse, while Chase House was awardinseparable twins, Lexington and Beckman, a Bates co-ed, and is now ed honorable mention for their penColleges and Universities
Concord. In Maine as in Massachu- the father of a baby girl whom he has guin setting- Roger Bill felt that their
Applying this theory it can be found setts they are adjoining townships.
not, as yet, brought to class.
entry in the contest, "The Invisible
that there are eight colleges, or uniIt is from this career that he speaks Man", was worthy of consideration
versities and one preparatory school
Cosmopolitan Character
since it was flawless, while Parker
that shares the same name as some
Maine's cosmopolitan character is of what to expect in a college. He Hall claimed that the lack of snow
Maine town- Not only is a represen- shown to no greater advantage than would go to a good small college if
hampered the development of their
tative of the "big three"; a woman's in the variety of names of foreign he were to begin again. In a college
masterpiece—a white elephant eating
such
as
Bates,
he
says,
there
are
college; one of the country's largest cities, old and new. Troy, Carthage,
marshmallows in a snowstorm.
universities, but two famous English Rome, Lisbon, Madrid, Vienna, Athens, greater possibilities to make more intimate
friendships.
There
are
also
The 1937 Winter Carnival was
schools as well. These schools when Corinth, Sorrento, and Canton form
more
possibilities
to
know
the
faculty
brought
to a close on Sunday afterlisted are: Pembroke, Columbia. quite a bloc in themselves, but of es
Princeton. Amherst, Temple, Oxford, pecial interest to those students of and to see the college from their view- noon when the Bates Outing Club,
Cambridge, Exeter, the preparatory religion are the towns Canaan. He point. This is, of course, in line with sponsors of the Carnival, were hosts
a finer Bates tradition than the moral to the College at an Open House at
school, and our own dear neighbor, bron, CarmeL and Hermon in Mainecowardice of the hand-shaking fear Thorncrag.
Bowdoin.
Of interest, too, to those kindly dis- that haunts some students.
Committee Chairmen
Plymouth Colony has its counter- posed toward the Fatherland there is
He thinks that an educated man
The dabate that was to have been part in a town in Maine, and has an- Frankfort. Bremen, Brunswick, and
The Committee Chairmen for the
We can show you a varied
should be acquainted with many 1937 Carnival: Co-educational Dinner.
held at Rockland with Mount Allison
selection of
other town named for the second gov- Hanover.
phases of society, should not take him- Ruth Jellison '37; Dinner Dance, ElizCollege has been called off, according ernor, Bradford.
PRIZE CUPS. FOUNTAIN
A hall of fame of Maine's very own self too seriously, and should have the abeth Stevens '37; Arrangements of
to a report fcom Debating Coach
PENS, LADIES' SILK
Despite the fact that Maine borders is found in the number of towns ability to hobnob with many different Queen. Grace Jack '38; Treasure Hunt.
Roberta Smith '39; Interdorm CompeUMBRELLAS & LEATHER Quimbyon Canada, and borders that portion named for the nation's famous men. types of people without losing his own tition, Carl Amrein '38; All-College
Presidents,
presidential
aspirants,
HAND BAGS
sense of values.
of Canada controlled originally by the
Skate. Robert Morris '39; Pole Hill
Leather Bill Folds
French, there are very few towns statesmen, and generals are all to be
Meld Day, Robert Elliott '39; Football
Book Ends - Clocks
named for any in France except Paris found on this preferred list. Frank towns as: Shirley, Chester, Warren, Game, Fred Martin '37; Co-educaTHE BARBER
and Calais- However, this lack of lin, Wayne, Webster, Harrison, Madi- George and Waldo. Other names that tional Hike, Parnel Bray '38; Winter
FOR
French names is more than made up son, Lee, Sherman. Blaine, Jackson. defy classification are some like San- Sports Exhibition. George Morin '37j
EDS AND CO-EDS
JEWELERS
Snow Sculpture. Mary Lawrence '38~;
in the towns that are called after Hancock, Jefferson, Monroe, Van gerville—surely that town was never Carnival Hop, Ruth Springer '37;
LEWISTON - MAINE
CHASE HALL
English towns, or counties. The list Buren, and Garfield have some town- named for Margaret Sanger. Another Open House. Margaret Melcher '37
that can be made of the names would ship named for them,-"while the two town is Strong, another Aurora, still and Carl Bergengren '37; Prospective
be quite long and inclusive. Surry, most famous of Presidents, Washing another is Solon. The state of the Student Hospitality, Charles Harms
Compliments of
Bedington, Avon, York, Durham, ton and Lincoln, have two towns union can be found in Unity. Free- '38; Publicity. John Leard '38.
General Chairmen: Kathryn Thomas
Leeds, Yarmouth, WoolwichJFalmouth, named for them. Maine spares noth- dom, Union, Liberty. Amity, and '37 and Richard Lojmis '37ing
to
do
honor
to
thehheroes.
Hope,
all
names
of
towns.
Ripley
is
Cumberland, Monmouth, Bristol, BarFaculty Advisors of Bates Outing
LEWISTON
AUBURN
There are common, ordinary garden the final name of a town to be men- Club: Prof- Lena Walmsley and Dr.
wick, and Topsham makes up the list
William H. Sawyer, Jrtogether with one curiously named variety of Christian names for some tioned, believe it or not.
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trom tobacco farm to shipping
room ... at every stage in the making of Chesterfield Cigarettes . . . Job
Number One is to see that Chesterfields are made to Satisfy.
In the fields...at the auction markets
...and in the storage warehouses...
Job Number One is to see that Chesterfield tobaccos are MILD and RIPE.
In the Blending Department Job
Number One is to "weld" our homegrown tobaccos with aromatic Turkish to the exact Chesterfield formula.
In the Cutting and Making Departments Job Number One is to cut the
tobacco into long clean shreds and
roll it in pure cigarette paper.

Chesterfields are made to give you the things
you enjoy in a cigarette... refreshing mildness
,. .pleasing taste and aroma. They Satisfy.
Copyrighr 1937.
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